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III. IMPORTANCE OF THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY TO THE ECONOMY

A. COSTS

HEALTH CARE LAW AND THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
OF BUSINESS CURRICULUM
LEE USNICK ∗
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I. INTRODUCTION
Every business deals with health care law on a regular basis. Selecting a health insurance
package, protecting employee medical data, and setting hiring standards are a few of the many
circumstances in which health care issues arise in enterprise operations.
As the health care industry grows rapidly in size and in legal complexity, the case for including
health care law as a discrete topic in the survey legal environment of business curriculum grows
correspondingly. Such inclusion would increase the understanding of the legal issues surrounding
the expansive health care industry. Additionally, topical coverage of health care law may be a useful
tool for teaching how seemingly isolated legal topics of study in fact interrelate within a larger
context. A brief survey of health care law may also be a useful vehicle for addressing ethics.
Finally, as enforcement efforts related to health care intensify, value for both students and their
future employers can be found in a discussion of the significant civil and criminal penalties a
business (and even relatively low ranking individuals within the business) can unwittingly incur.

II. LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS COURSE TOPICS
The introductory legal environment of business course must always contain a limited number of
topics from a large field of possible choices. It is reasonable to question any argument for
expanding the already broad field of choices, especially when the argument proposes an addition to
the generally accepted core of included topics.
Health care is both a specialty area of legal practice and a significant industry. Most topics that
achieve inclusion into the introductory legal environment of business courses lack this second
element. The fact that health care is an industry which impacts every business venture is a prime
reason for arguing for inclusion. The case is further supported by the wide scope of basic legal
concepts that are not only a part of health care law but also are uniquely modified. Newly
graduating business major will almost certainly have to deal with both health care law and the
health care system generally throughout their careers.
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Health care is the nation’s largest industry. 523 It is reported to comprise 15.3% of the nation’s
economy, 524 and 16% of the gross domestic product (GDP). 525 The nation’s total annual health costs
exceed $1.8 trillion, 526 which amounts to an expenditure of more than $6,100 for every person. 527
Health care spending is more than four times greater than the amount spent on national defense. 528
Total out-of-pocket expenditures amounted to $230 billion in 2003. 529 In that year, total national
health care expenditures increased by 7.7%, four times the rate of inflation that year. 530 Between
2001 and 2003, national spending increases on prescription drugs averaged 14%. 531 Some industries
are affected more than others. For example, American auto manufacturers invested more money per
car on employee health care expenses than on steel to make the automobile.532
Per capita health care spending has outpaced income growth since 1960 by an average of 2.5%
annually. 533 Between 1970 and 2005, the United States GDP grew at a fast rate, but health care
expenditures rose from 7% of GDP in 1970 to 15% of GDP in 2005. 534 In 2004, health costs
inflated 8.2%, three times the inflation rate. 535
B. EMPLOYMENT
The core health care industry provides more than 13.5 million jobs nationally. 536 In the coming
years, eight of the twenty occupations projected to experience the fastest growth are in health
care. 537 Between 2004 and 2014, 3.6 million new jobs are expected to be created in health care, 538
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and these jobs are projected to represent about 19% of all new wage and salary jobs created during
that period. 539 The growth rate for health jobs during this period is estimated be about 27% while
the rest of the employment sectors are projected to grow at about 14%. 540 A study of six large
metropolitan areas showed between 6.6% and 12% of all jobs in those cities were related to health
care. 541
Approximately 545,000 establishments make up the core of the health care industry. 542 About
half of these establishments employ fewer than 5 workers. 543 Seven out of ten hospitals, however,
employ more than 1000 workers. 544 Interestingly, about 92% of the wage and salary jobs are in the
private sector. 545
Health care directly affects workers throughout the economy. One-half of all workers in the
lowest compensated jobs and one-half of those in mid-range compensation jobs either have
problems with medical bills or are paying off accrued medical debt. 546 Twenty-eight percent are
unable to pay for some medical care. 547 Twenty-nine percent reported that they, or someone in their
household, had skipped medical treatment because of the cost. 548 Surprisingly, 62% of those who
reported they were struggling with medical bills have health insurance. 549 Nearly two out of ten say
that health care costs are their biggest monthly expense after their house rent or mortgage
payment. 550 Furthermore, 15% say they have been contacted about unpaid medical bills by a
collection agency. 551 Twelve percent report that they have used up most or all of their savings on
medical bills. 552 One in five Americans has an overdue medical bill. 553

C. HEALTH INSURANCE
Health insurance helps alleviate the high cost of health care for the insured, but it does not solve
the system’s underlying problems. Premiums for employee insurance have been rising five times
faster than the average worker’s earnings since 2000. 554 While insurance costs have pressured
wages for years, by 2004, total compensation (health care plus wages) had declined to the point that
it no longer kept up with inflation. 555 At the same time that employee health care costs were
inflating, the scope of insurance coverage was rapidly receding. 556 Over an extended period of time,
rising health care costs correlated with drops in health insurance coverage. 557 Interestingly, hospital
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utilization rates remained relatively unchanged in spite of rapidly escalating health care costs and
rising insurance premiums for shrinking coverage. 558
The negative effects of these combined forces fall most heavily on the most vulnerable. In 2005,
nearly 47% of the workforce did not get health insurance coverage through their employment. 559
For workers earning less than $15 an hour, only 39% participated in an employer-provided health
insurance plan. 560 Those at the lowest incomes were the least likely to get health care and also
experienced the greatest loss in real wages. 561
Workers who are not at the bottom of the income scale also face real issues with regard to health
care. The average family medical insurance policy cost is $9,950 annually with the worker paying
$2,261 of that amount. 562 Since 2000, the insurance premium paid by employees is up 57%. 563 In
2004 alone, employer health insurance premiums increased by 11.2%, almost four times the
inflation rate. 564 Health insurance premium increases for employer-based health insurance were in
double digits each year from 2001 to 2004. 565 Employee spending for health insurance coverage has
increased 126% between 2000 and 2004. 566 Problems are not limited to premium increases as copayments are also on the rise. For example, co-payments for brand name drug prescriptions rose
62% from 2000 to 2003. 567

D. SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM PROSPECTS
It appears that current trends will accelerate in the future. Health care spending is outpacing the
growth of the American economy. 568 Spending is expected to grow 7.2% annually over the next
decade, 569 a rate two times faster than anticipated GDP growth. 570 In the near future, health care
spending is expected to grow from 16% to almost 20% of GDP, 571 reaching 18.4% of GDP by
2013, 572 and 20% by 2015. 573 In 2015, an aging America is predicted to spend one dollar in five on
health care. 574 Over this period, health care spending is expected to rise from the current $1.9
trillion to $4.0 trillion. 575
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Cost growth will occur in all areas of health care. Prescription drugs, which cost $188 billion in
2004, should reach $446 billion by 2015. 576 During that same period, Medicare will grow from
$309 billion to $792 billion. 577 Medicaid likewise should rise from $293 billion to $670 billion. 578
Nursing homes, often cited as a large future problem, will move from only $121 billion in 2004 to
$216 billion in 2015. 579 Home health care will grow from $49 billion to $103 billion. 580
The prospects worsen further into the future. Spending on health care could be 25-30% of GDP
by 2030 without satisfactorily addressing serious quality of care problems. 581 Some estimates put
health care spending levels at 35% of GDP by 2040. 582 And some analysts argue that costs might
rise more rapidly than currently anticipated. 583
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It is not surprising, then, that the health care industry is among the most highly regulated of all
industries. 593 However, estimates of waste range up to 30% of all health care spending, 594 with one
writer suggesting that every third health care dollar is wasted on public and private inefficiencies,
bureaucracies, or excess profits. 595 Sources for possible savings include an estimated $80 billion
extra spent because of slow movement to electronic record keeping 596 and an additional $169 billion
of waste resulting from regulation. 597 To worsen matters, treatment is rife with medical error, the
eighth largest killer in the country. 598
The situation has been described as one of the most complicated challenges facing the American
economy. 599 Many are certain that reform of some kind will happen, the only issue being whether it
will be incremental or comprehensive. 600 At direct issue is whether to try to make the market
approach work more successfully or to admit that the market cannot be made to work. 601
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IV. IMPACT OF HEALTH-CARE RELATED ACTIVITIES
THROUGHOUT THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
The U.S. health care industry is not nearly as rooted in the private sector as most Americans
believe. 584 A variety of direct and indirect governmental programs which include large tax subsidies
for employer-based health insurance, provide nearly 60% of all U.S. health care funding. 585 The
United States, however, is the only wealthy country that does not guarantee universal health
coverage. 586 It is also the only wealthy country where a large part of health care is paid by taxsubsidized employer-based insurance. 587
Employer-based insurance covers 174 million Americans, some of whom are covered as the
employee, some as the spouse of the employee, and some as the children of the employee. 588 The
percentage of workers getting employer-based insurance was 70% in 1970, but that number has
declined to about 50% today. 589 The 27 million who buy their insurance themselves do not get the
kind of tax subsidies that the employer-based insured receive. 590 The 46 million with no health
insurance coverage often get their health care at the local hospital emergency room at the expense of
those who pay through insurance or in cash. 591 The net sum has been described by one source as
socialized medicine by default. 592

B. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The U.S. health care system does not allocate resources on the basis of need, 602 resulting in a
tendency to overspend on the relatively healthy while denying access to the truly sick. 603 Payers and
providers will likely be forced eventually to address fundamental questions regarding the delivery
and financing of health care. 604 Some speculate that consumer pressures may spur insurance
innovations which could cause a massive restructuring of the health care system. 605 One example of
the types of issues that must be addressed is the growing medicalization of problems not previously
viewed as requiring intensive medical intervention, such as rehabilitation treatment for alcohol and
drugs, or stomach stapling for obesity. 606 The next steps are clouded by endless amounts of data
which, at this time, yield little valuable information for decision making. 607
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V. EXPANDING ARRAY OF HEALTH CARE RELATED REGULATIONS
Anyone operating within the current business environment faces directly or indirectly a myriad of
legal questions related to health care. Legal advice simply cannot be sought out before every
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decision, so it is useful to develop a general understanding of the law surrounding these issues to
better sense when to seek legal counsel. 608
The specific ways in which health care related legal issues facilitate accumulation of specific and
general legal knowledge are numerous. The following are some examples.
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to availability of generic drugs 623 and other alleged restraint of trade issues. 624 The health care
business is expansive, sophisticated, and vibrant, giving rise, for instance, to a steady growth in
venture capital activities and mergers and acquisitions. 625
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VI. NEW ENFORCEMENT APPROACHES REACH
INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF BUSINESS

A. BANKRUPTCY
In 2001, nearly 1.5 million households filed for bankruptcy. 609 Those personal bankruptcy filings
involved 3.9 million people, including 1.9 million children under age 18. 610 In one study, half of the
bankrupts cited medical causes for bankruptcy. 611 This equates to more than 2 million persons
affected annually by bankruptcy because of medical debts. 612
Of those who went bankrupt due to medical expenses, three-fourths had health insurance at the
onset of the medical problems. 613 Fifty-six percent of the medical bankruptcy filers owned a home
at the onset of the medical problems. 614 Over 50% of the medical bankruptcy filers had attended
college. 615 Thirty percent of medical bankruptcy filers had had their electricity shut off during the
economic fall. 616 As one source puts it, everyone except the most rich is one serious illness away
from bankruptcy. 617 Most of the medically bankrupt were described as average Americans who just
happened to get sick. 618
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A justification for including health care law in introductory legal environment of business
courses is the explosive growth in criminal and civil prosecutions related to health care, starting in
the 1990s. 626 Sentencing guidelines applicable to health offenses are formidable. 627 Corporations are
now expected to cooperate with the government in criminal investigations. 628
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VII. CONCLUSION
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B. TAXATION
Medically related taxation issues have been a part of normal business operations for years,
particularly through programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. As health cost pressures grow,
businesses are likely to confront a variety of alternative taxation proposals. For example, at least
one state’s lawmakers have discussed imposing taxes on companies who do not provide insurance
for their employees. 619
9F

C. WELLNESS AND RIGHTS

Large health care spending and the resulting health-related employment are significant in the
national economy and in the economy of every community. If current projections prove accurate,
health care will occupy an even more important role in economies, governments, and enterprises.
Health care law significantly impacts routine business operations today and can be expected to
have increasingly important impacts into the short and long term future. Additionally, health care
law has implications for related areas of the law such as bankruptcy, taxation, and wellness.
The pressures from the growth of the health care industry should accelerate the expansion of
regulatory enforcement further into ordinary business operations. As serious penalties are attached
to these regulatory schemes, students deserve to enter the business world aware of this legal
landscape. The growing number of business graduates who find employment in the expanding
health care industry will receive an obvious benefit. Those working in businesses far removed from
the health care industry but facing many of the same civil and criminal sanctions will also benefit
from the inclusion of health care law as a discrete topic in the survey legal environment of business
curriculum.

Efforts by companies to address these problems have given rise to other legal questions. In one
case, smokers were told to stop smoking or lose their jobs. 620 The company was motivated by an
estimated average additional cost of $4,000 per smoker. 621
In other classical business law teaching areas, torts are certainly an issue as some estimates put
the net cost of medical torts at $80 billion a year. 622 Antitrust claims are currently underway relating
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